Quasiclassical, direct dynamics trajectories, calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G** level of the theory, have been used to study the energy transfer dynamics and collision-induced dissociation ͑CID͒ of formaldehyde cation in collisions with Ne. Effects of varying collision energy were probed for ground state H 2 CO ϩ , and H 2 CO ϩ with excitation in three different vibrational modes: 6 ϩ ͑in-plane CH 2 rock͒, 4 ϩ ͑out-of-plane bend͒, and 5 ϩ ͑asym. CH stretch͒. The trajectories are in excellent agreement with an earlier detailed experimental study of state-selected H 2 CO ϩ CID. Energy disposal branching between product recoil, vibrational energy, and rotational excitation is found to vary with collision energy, vibrational state, impact parameter, and orientation. An analysis of the trajectories illustrates how mode-specific vibrational excitation effects the efficiency of translational-to-vibrational (T→V) energy transfer to promote CID.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collision-induced dissociation ͑CID͒ is commonly used to probe structure and bond energies in molecular ions, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and also provides a convenient method to study the dynamics of collision-to-internal energy transfer. CID is typically done by colliding the ion of interest with a rare gas atom ͑Rg͒, and measuring the fragment distribution and its dependence on collision energy (E col ). For E col below a few tens of electron volts, the probability of electronic excitation is generally low, thus only vibrational and rotational excitations need to be considered. A commonly invoked CID mechanism for E col near the dissociation threshold has two steps: an activating collision where a fraction of the initial translational energy is converted to internal energy (T→E internal transfer͒, followed by unimolecular decomposition of the excited ion, 10, 11 AB ϩ ϩRg→AB ϩ *ϩRg→A ϩ ϩBϩRg.
Of course, it is also possible for CID to occur via a direct/ concerted mechanism, where the molecular ion is fragmented during the initial impact. CID provides one of the most important methods for determining bond energies, particularly for species such as radicals or complexes, where stable neutral analogs cannot easily be studied by other methods. Bond energies are extracted by fitting the near-threshold E col dependence of the CID integral cross section, CID (E col ), using some simple model threshold law, typically based on the line-of-centers ͑LOC͒ model. 12 A common form 13 for the threshold energy dependence is
where n is an adjustable parameter controlling the curvature of the cross section near threshold, E vib and E rot are the reactant vibrational and rotational energies, E 0 is the threshold energy to be determined from the fitting, and 0 is determined by normalization. Recently, we reported a detailed experimental study of CID in collisions of H 2 CO ϩ with neon and xenon. 14 Our experiments directly probed the effects of E col and five different H 2 CO ϩ vibrational modes on both the CID integral and differential cross sections. By fitting both integral and differential cross section data for various energies and initial states, considerable insight was obtained into energy transfer dynamics, and the effects of impact parameter and reactant vibrational excitation on CID.
One result of these experiments was that E vib is considerably more effective than E col at driving CID, except right at threshold, where all forms of energy appear equally efficient. The enhanced effect of vibration is not surprising in light of the sequential ''activating collision-unimolecular dissociation'' CID mechanism, because reactant E vib is already in the most efficient form to drive CID, whereas E col a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail: anderson@chem.utah.edu must be collisionally converted to E internal , presumably with less than unit efficiency. This mechanistic picture would not, however, lead one to predict a dependence on the mode of reactant vibrational excitation, because mode-scrambling is expected to be much faster than dissociation. One surprise, therefore, was that the CID cross section was found to be weakly mode-dependent, with 4 ϩ (CH 2 out-of-plane bend͒ producing a significantly larger enhancement than 6 ϩ (CH 2 in-plane rock͒, even though the excitation energies are almost identical.
This paper reports a detailed direct-dynamics, quasiclassical trajectory study of H 2 CO ϩ ()ϩNe collisions, designed to provide additional insight into the energy transfer dynamics, including vibrational mode effects. This system is nearly ideal for such calculations, being simple enough to run the thousands of trajectories needed to obtain reasonable statistics, and having detailed experimental data to test the calculations and raise interesting dynamical questions. In addition, the nature of the system and energy range of interest minimize problems originating from the inherent limitations of the method. The excited states of H 2 CO ϩ ϩNe are high enough in energy to rule out any likelihood of nonadiabatic behavior, and the energies and angular momenta are high enough that tunneling and rotational quantization effects should be negligible.
On the other hand, lack of vibrational quantization leads to two potential problems. Because zero-point energy ͑ZPE͒ is not conserved in the trajectories, it is possible to have collisions where the final H 2 CO ϩ vibrational energy is below the zero-point level. Such unphysical collisions turn out to be quite rare in this system, because the collision energies are much greater than the ZPE. The problem has been discussed by Miller 15 and Untch et al. 16 who have shown that classical mechanics works well for short-time dynamics, as in the system under investigation here. Quantization effects are not expected to be large, because we are primarily interested in collisions with large translational-to-vibrational (T→V) energy transfer, and our lowest E col is from 8 to 25 times greater than the vibrational mode energies. In the final analysis, the best test is how well the trajectories reproduce the experimental results. As shown in this paper, the agreement is really quite good, even for subtle vibrational mode effects where quantization might be expected to cause the biggest problems. Note that trajectory simulations have been used successfully to study collisional excitation and CID in systems as diverse as metal clusters 17 and peptides.
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II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The approach used in this study is based on the so-called direct dynamics approach, wherein the forces needed to integrate the trajectory are determined by calculating the gradient of the electronic potential energy at each step in the trajectory. This approach avoids the need to fit an analytic surface to a grid of ab initio points, and becomes computationally attractive as the dimensionality of the system increases. Quasiclassical, direct dynamics trajectories were calculated using a combination of the general chemical dynamics program, VENUS 99, of Hase and co-workers 19 with either GAUSSIAN 99 ͑RevB.08ϩ͒ 20 or GAUSSIAN 01 ͑RevB.01͒. 21 VENUS 99 was used to set up initial conditions for a series of trajectories, which were integrated using GAUSSIAN. Trajectories were integrated using the updating Hessian method of Schlegel and co-workers, 22 implemented in GAUSSIAN, with Hessians recalculated every five steps. Because thousands of trajectories were required to get reasonable statistics for the rather inefficient collision-induced dissociation process, the level of theory used in calculating forces and Hessians was necessarily modest. To select a suitable level of theory, we first calculated the potential energy for approach of Ne to H 2 CO ϩ in several orientations, using single point calculations at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ and QCISD͑T͒/cc-pVDZ levels of theory. We then compared these ''benchmark'' calculations with calculations for the candidate methods: B3LYP/6-31G** and MP2/6-31G**. For all methods, the Ne-H 2 CO ϩ potential is almost purely repulsive, with well depths of only a few meV-negligible relative to our collision energies. The shapes of the repulsive walls are in reasonable agreement for all four methods, the principle difference being that the repulsive wall is slightly softer for B3LYP, amounting to a shift of only ϳ0.01 Å at Eϭ1 eV. Nonetheless, B3LYP/6-31G** was chosen for the trajectories because it generates substantially better results for two other parameters that are expected to be important in describing T→V transfer. The B3LYP/6-31G** vibrational spectrum for H 2 CO ϩ has rms deviation from experiment of 77 cm Ϫ1 , one-half that at the MP2/6-31G** level. The B3LYP dissociation energy (D 0 ϭ1.492 eV) is somewhat higher than the experimental value ͓1.09 eV ͑Refs. 23-25͔͒, but still much better than the MP2 value, which is far too low ͑0.298 eV͒. As described below, the method used to select ''dissociative'' trajectories should largely compensate for the too high B3LYP dissociation energy. As a further test, we calculated 77 trajectories for bϭ0 and E col ϭ2.7 eV at the MP2/6-31G** level, for comparison with the results obtained with B3LYP/6-31G**. The difference in observables such as average scattering angle, recoil velocity, vibrational energy of the scattered H 2 CO ϩ , etc., calculated with MP2 and B3LYP, ranged from 0.1% to 4%, below the statistical uncertainty. As might be expected from the unphysically low MP2 dissociation energy, a larger fraction of the MP2 trajectories resulted in H 2 CO ϩ dissociation prior to trajectory termination.
Initial conditions were chosen 26 to correspond to the conditions used in our experimental study of CID in stateselected H 2 CO ϩ ϩNe collisions. Because our experiments generated H 2 CO ϩ by REMPI of a supersonic molecular beam, a 50 K Boltzmann distribution was sampled to generate the H 2 CO ϩ initial rotational motion. The initial vibrational state is simulated by giving the atoms in H 2 CO ϩ kinetic energies and displacements from equilibrium that are appropriate to the initial rovibrational state of interest ͑in-cluding zero-point energy͒, with random phases for the different modes. Table I . For each collision energy and vibrational state, trajectories were run at six different values of the impact parameter ͑b͒, ranging from 0 to 2.5 Å with an interval of 0.5 Å. At bϭ2.5 Å, deflection and energy transfer are already small, with no trajectories that have final E vib ϾE 0 , thus no significant interactions are expected for bу3 Å. The integrations were performed with a step-size of 0.25 amu 1/2 bohr ͑ϳ0.4 to ϳ1.0 fs͒, and trajectories were terminated when the distance between Ne and H 2 CO ϩ exceeded 9.0 Å. Energy conservation is better than 0.01 eV for all trajectories. Approximately 100 trajectories were run for each combination of collision energy, vibrational state, and initial impact parameter, with a somewhat smaller number run for bϭ2.5 Å, where the energy transfer is far too contribute to the dissociation probability. The time for one trajectory varied from 4 to 6 h on 1.9 GHz Pentium IV CPUs, thus the complete set of ϳ4200 trajectories required about two years of CPU time on a 6-node Linux cluster.
For visualization and analysis of individual trajectories, we use the program gOpenMol. 27 Detailed analysis of individual trajectories and statistical analysis of the trajectory ensemble are done with programs written for this purpose. The kinetic energy ͑KE͒ of relative motion ͑i.e., E col or E recoil ) are calculated for each trajectory, along with the initial and final orbital angular momentum. The rotational angular momenta and rotational energies of the reactants and products are calculated as JϭrÃp, and E rot ϭ(J")/2, where is the angular velocity, determined as ϭJ"I Ϫ1 , where I is the moment of inertia tensor. To approximately decouple the rotational and vibrational energies ͑i.e., to account for oscillation of the classical E rot resulting from vibrationinduced changes in I͒, E rot is averaged over a time period corresponding to the final half-period of the lowest frequency H 2 CO ϩ vibration. To calculate the vibrational energy (E vib ), we first calculate the total energy associated with nuclear motion of the reactants or products. This E nuclear includes both nuclear kinetic energy, and that fraction of the instantaneous potential energy ͑PE͒ resulting from distortion away from the equilibrium geometry of the reactants or products. Finally, the vibrational energy is determined by subtracting the KE of relative motion and the time-averaged E rot from E nuclear . The scattering angle is given by scat ϭarccos͓(v i "v f )/(͉v i ͉͉v f ͉)͔, i.e., the angle between the initial and final velocities, v i and v f . CID cross sections, and average values of scat , E recoil , E rot , and E vib for the products are calculated as the usual b-weighed averages, as discussed below.
III. TRAJECTORY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Nature of the trajectories
For all the trajectories calculated here, H 2 CO ϩ ϩNe collisions are direct, with only one turning point in the relative motion of the center-of-masses of H 2 CO ϩ and Ne. For most collisions, the time during which the Ne and H 2 CO ϩ are interacting strongly is 15 to 20 fs-comparable to the H 2 CO ϩ vibrational periods. The trajectories can be grouped into three classes, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . By far the most common outcome ͑top frame, Fig. 1͒ is a direct collision resulting in conversion of varying fractions of the initial relative energy ͑i.e., E col ) into E vib Ј and E rot Ј of the scattered H 2 CO ϩ ͑properties of the scattered H 2 CO ϩ are indicated with a prime͒. Much less common are trajectories where sequential activation and dissociation occur during the trajectory time, as shown in the middle frame. Finally, occasional ''direct H atom knock-out collisions'' are observed ͑bottom frame͒ where Ne impacts one of the H atoms such that the H atom recoils directly away from the HCO ϩ moiety, while the reactants are still in close proximity. At E col ϭ2.7 eV, only about 0.4% of all collisions result in dissociation before trajectory termination, and there are no direct H atom knock out collisions. At E col ϭ6.03 eV, about 0.8% of all collisions lead to direct H atom knock out, and an additional 2.8% dissociate before trajectory termination. These results are consistent with the interpretation given in our experimental CID study, 14 where we assumed, based on kinematics, that direct knock out would be rare in this energy range.
In the experiments, the observables are recoil velocities, scattering angles, etc., for HCO ϩ produced by CID on a time scale ranging up to ϳ50 s. Because the maximum feasible trajectory integration time is many orders of magnitude shorter, we need a prescription for sorting trajectories into those where H 2 CO ϩ would ultimately dissociate ͑i.e., ''CID'' collisions͒, and those where H 2 CO ϩ is stable. The trajectories are terminated at large Ne-H 2 CO ϩ distance, thus the partitioning of available energy into recoil, rotation, and vibration is known, and can be used to sort trajectories. We have chosen to sort trajectories simply on the basis of whether or not the final E vib Ј of H 2 CO ϩ is greater than the dissociation threshold, E 0 , taken as the sum of the experimental dissociation energy ͓1.09 eV ͑Refs. 23-25͔͒ and the calculated zero-point energy of HCO ϩ ͑0.447 eV͒. This value for E 0 is used because potential energy scans show no evidence for any barrier to dissociation, i.e., the dissociation transition state is the productlike orbiting transition state.
In principle, we should also consider the contribution of H 2 CO ϩ rotational energy to dissociation, however, the kinematics for dissociation of H 2 CO ϩ ensure that rotational energy is ineffective. In essence, the idea is that conservation of angular momentum dictates that most of the H 2 CO ϩ rotational energy must stay in rotation during the dissociation process, and is thus unavailable to drive dissociation. The effects of angular momentum conservation on light atom ejection processes have been discussed in detail by Hase and Bhalla. 28 A related point is that the recoil velocities, etc., measured experimentally are for the HCO ϩ dissociation product, whereas the trajectory results are for collisionally activated H 2 CO ϩ with E vib Ј ϾE 0 . The H 2 CO ϩ dissociation is slow compared to its rotational period, thus H-ejection simply broadens the distributions, and because H is so light compared to HCO ϩ , the extent of broadening is necessarily small, particularly because energy conservation constrains the HCO ϩ -H recoil energy.
B. CID cross sections and comparison with the experiment
The best test of the calculations, and of our prescription for sorting CID collisions on the basis of E vib Ј , is comparison with experiment. For this comparison, the CID subset of all collisions for each initial condition is identified as discussed above, and the results are used to calculate experimental observables. The CID opacity function P(b) is just the fraction of reactive trajectories at each of the six impact parameters. The total CID cross section, CID , is calculated using an extended closed trapezoidal approximation 29 to the usual integral form
The actual maximum b value for which any CID collisions are observed is 1.5 Å for E col ϭ2.7 eV and ground state H 2 CO ϩ , and 2.0 Å for all other initial conditions. For comparison, the hard-sphere collision radius is ϳ2.7 Å, and the LOC model predicted maximum b values (b crit ) are 2.2, 2.3, 2.3, and 2.4 Å for the ground state, 6 ϩ , 4 ϩ , and 5 ϩ at E col ϭ2.70 eV, and 2.5 and 2.5 Å for the ground state and 5 ϩ at E col ϭ6.03 eV, respectively. The relation between the trajectory calculated b max and the LOC predicted b crit is similar to what was found in a trajectory study of the Cl Ϫ ϩCH 3 Cl reaction. 30 Before comparing trajectory and experimental results, it is necessary to summarize the analysis of the experiments. Both integral cross sections ( CID ) and differential cross sections were measured, then fit to allow correction for experimental broadening. The fitting was based on a generalized version of the LOC model described in the Introduction, extended to describe the product angular and recoil energy distributions. Observables such as the recoil energy and angular distributions are quite well constrained by the data, i.e., independent of the LOC model used in the fitting process. In contrast, the opacity functions extracted from fitting the experimental differential cross sections are strongly model dependent. Comparisons of the trajectory results with the directly measured quantities ( CID ,E recoil , scat ) provide a sensitive test of the trajectories. ( peak ) from the trajectories, with the analogous experimental results. The error limits for the trajectory CID values are the usual statistical uncertainties based on N CID and N tot for each initial condition. For ͗E recoil Ј ͘ and peak the limits, instead, indicate the widths ͑at half-maximum͒ of the E recoil Ј and distributions. The agreement is excellent. The absolute cross sections from the trajectory results at E col ϭ2.7 eV are systematically smaller than the absolute experimental cross sections, but only by 27% on average ͓( expt Ϫ traj )/ expt ͔. More importantly, the trend of increasing CID with increasing vibrational energy is reproduced, and the fluctuations in the ratio of traj / expt with vibrational state are well within the statistical uncertainties resulting from the small total number of dissociative trajectories at this low E col . The trajectory values for CID at E col ϭ6.03 eV average 23% bigger than the raw experimental values, however, it should be noted that the experimental cross sections at high E col are known to be too low because some strongly sidewaysscattered product ions are lost. If we compare the trajectory CID with the corrected experimental CID , 14 the trajectory results are systematically low by 26%-almost exactly the same factor as at E col ϭ2.7 eV. In other words, apart from this small, constant systematic error, the trajectory results reproduce all the experimental E col and E vib effects, within the statistical uncertainty. The systematic error may reflect inaccuracies in the B3LYP interaction potential, problems with the assumptions of quasiclassical mechanics, or our decision not to allow for any rotational contribution to the dissociation. In general the agreement between trajectory and experimental values for ͗E recoil Ј ͘ and peak is also excellentmagnitudes are quite similar and trends with E col and vibrational state are all duplicated. A better test would be to compare the trajectory computed and experimental recoil velocity maps. Unfortunately, because the dissociation cross sections are so small, the number of CID trajectories is too small to allow such detailed comparisons. We conclude that, within the statistical uncertainty of the trajectories, they describe the experiments quite well.
The model developed to fit the experimental differential cross sections allowed us to extract opacity functions that were compared with the functions expected from the LOC model. Given that the trajectories appear to provide a reasonable description of the scattering dynamics, it is useful to compare the trajectory opacity functions with those extracted by fitting the experiments. In this case we are not trying to test the trajectories, but rather, the validity of the assumptions made in developing and interpreting the model used to fit the experimental data. The trajectory P(b)'s are given in Fig. 2 , and can be compared with the model-based results in Fig. 8 of the experimental paper 14 ͓note, the experimental paper gives the product of b"P(b)]. The two sets of opacity functions are generally consistent, if allowance is made for the limitations of the fitting model. In both cases the P(b)'s are less than unity, strongly energy dependent, and go to zero well before the LOC b crit cutoffs. The main difference is that the trajectory P(b) values decrease smoothly at high b, whereas the model constrain the opacity functions to have sharp cutoffs. Note, however, that the shape of P(b) is primarily reflected in the shape of the recoil angular distribution. In the experimental fitting model, the sharp angular cutoff that would result from the sharp P(b) cutoff, was convoluted with an adjustable angular broadening function. In essence, this broadening has the same effect as a smooth P(b) cutoff, thus, the opacity functions derived from fits to the experiment appear to be consistent with the trajectory results. From Eq. ͑2͒, it can be seen that the increases in CID with increased E col and E vib could result from increases in the magnitude of P(b), or in the b range over which P(b) is significant, or both. In our fitting of the experimental differential cross sections, we concluded that for ground state reactants, increasing E col increased both the magnitude of P(b) and the b range. In contrast, the experimental enhancement from reactant E vib at low E col was inferred to result mostly from an increase in the range of b, while the magnitude of P(b) was nearly E vib independent. The only exception was 5 ϩ , the highest energy vibration, where both magnitude and range appeared to increase. Comparison of the top and bottom frames of Fig. 2 shows that, consistent with the conclusions of the experimental paper, increasing E col increases both the magnitude and b range of P(b). Also consistent with experiment, the effect of increasing E vib for low E col ͑top frame͒ is generally to increase the range where P(b) is significant, and the magnitude of P(b) at low b is nearly constant. For the higher collision energy ͑bottom frame͒ 5 ϩ excitation appears to increase both the magnitude and range. In the experimental paper, we proposed that the decreases observed in peak with increasing E col and E vib were a consequence of increased contributions of larger b collisions to the CID signal. The trajectory results reproduce the trends in peak , and the changes in P(b) are consistent with the proposed explanation. A surprising result of the experiments was that the vibrational effects showed some sign of weak mode specificity. The top frame of Fig. 3 ϩ than for 6 ϩ , seemingly leaving less energy available for recoil. As shown in the figure, however, ͗E rot Ј ͘ for the CID trajectories is suppressed by increasing reactant E vib , with mode dependence opposite to that of CID and ͗E recoil Ј ͘. In essence, those collisions that result in enough T→V transfer to drive CID, also result in lower than average T→R conversion. This issue will be discussed in the following sections.
C. Isomerization and other open channels
An issue of concern in interpreting H 2 CO ϩ reaction dynamics is the possibility that H 2 CO ϩ might isomerize to trans-HCOH ϩ prior to, or during collisions, affecting both reaction mechanisms and energetics. As discussed previously, 14 a number of authors have found large ͑ϳ1.9 eV above H 2 CO ϩ ) isomerization barriers at various levels of theory, and we estimated that isomerization should be at least two orders of magnitude slower than dissociation in the energy range of interest here. The current trajectory results are consistent with these predictions. Of the 622 trajectories classified as ''dissociative'' using the E vib Ј ϾE 0 criterion, only FIG. 3 . ͑a͒ Comparison of trajectory and experimental CID cross sections, product recoil energies and rotational energies for different vibrational states at E col ϭ2.7 eV, and ͑b͒ product absolute recoil energies, rotational energy changes, and vibrational energy changes ͑b-weighted average over all trajectories͒ for different vibrational states at E col ϭ2.7 eV.
two showed isomerization to trans-HCOH ϩ , and those trajectories passed through a geometry almost identical to the previously calculated transition state.
D. Energy transfer dynamics
The effect of impact parameter and collision energy
Particularly at E col ϭ2.7 eV, CID occurs in an atypical fraction of collisions, where T→V transfer is well above average. The probability of such collisions is summarized in Fig. 2 . We are also interested in the more general issue of T→V dynamics for typical collisions. Figure 4 shows the dependence on impact parameter, of the mean increase in E vib , E rot , and E internal for H 2 CO ϩ () scattered from Ne at E col ϭ2.7 and 6.03 eV. The E vib increases ͑top frame͒ are calculated as average final vibrational energy at each impact parameter, ͗E vib Ј ͘ b , minus the initial vibrational energy, including ZPE. The energies of the initial states are given in the final column of Table I . Similarly, the increases in E rot and total E internal are calculated by subtracting the initial state energies ͑initial E rot Ϸ0.007 eV) from the average final energy. For the higher collision energy we ran trajectories only for the ground state and for the highest energy vibration, 5 ϩ , because the experiments showed no evidence of modespecific vibrational effects except at low E col . It can be seen that for bϭ2.5 Å, the net T→V transfer is nearly zero, consistent with these being grazing collisions. As the impact parameter is decreased, there is a monotonic increase in net T→V transfer, with the slope of the increase depending on both E col and reactant E vib , but in the opposite sense. Additional insight comes from the distributions of E vib Ј , shown in Fig. 5 for 2.7 eV collisions of ground state reactants ͑solid lines͒. The zero point energy ͑0.657 eV͒ is indicated with arrows in the plots. At large b, the E vib Ј distributions are narrowly distributed about the initial E vib ͑i.e., ZPE͒, but with decreasing b, the distributions broaden asymmetrically to higher E vib Ј . Occasionally E vib Ј falls below the ZPE value, but the probability for such unphysical outcomes is small at these collision energies.
We have also investigated the translational-to-rotational (T→R) energy transfer ͓Fig. 4͑b͒ and Fig. 5 ͑dotted lines͔͒ and the energy partitioning between E vib Ј and E rot Ј . The net T→R transfer is generally greater than the T→V transfer ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒, although the absolute values of ͗E vib Ј ͘ b are generally larger, because of ZPE. As illustrated in Fig. 4͑b͒ , T→R energy transfer increases slowly from bϭ0 Å, peaks at bϭ1.0-1.5 Å, then quickly falls at larger bу2.0 Å. The peaking of T→R transfer at mid-range impact parameters is expected, because the moment arm and orbital angular momentum increase with b, while the interaction strength decreases at large b. As expected, the absolute amount of T→R transfer increases with increasing collision energy. Figure 4͑c͒ shows the total net translational-to-internal energy (T→E internal ) transfer versus b, for different vibrational states and collision energies. The T→E internal transfer is nearly constant for both collision energies for b from 0 to 1 Å, with the decrease in T→V transfer ͑top frame͒ almost exactly offset by the increase in T→R. It also can be seen that on average, less than one-third of the available energy is converted to internal energy, with the balance remaining in product recoil energy. The fraction of E col converted to internal energy is lower that what might be expected in a lineof-centers picture, as well. In the LOC model, E LOC is assumed to be available to drive dissociation/reaction. For CID, this corresponds to assuming that E internal Ј ϪE internal ϭE LOC . Using a value of 2.7 Å for the hard sphere radius, the LOC model predicts that over the impact parameter range from 0 to 1 Å, the net E internal increase should drop from 2.7 to 2.3 eV for E col ϭ2.7 eV, and from 6.03 to 5.20 eV for E col ϭ6.03 eV. For collision of ground state reactants, the trajectory results show T→E internal conversion of ϳ0.8 and ϳ1.8 eV, respectively, for E col ϭ2.7 and 6.03 eV. Not only is the calculated T→E internal conversion much smaller than predicted by the LOC model, but the conversion efficiency is independent of b over the range up to bϭ1 Å, and only begins to drop significantly at higher b. The comparison of T→E internal conversion with the LOC model is somewhat unfair, in that the LOC model assumes spherical particles, and therefore does not allow for rotational excitation. If we compare, instead, the calculated T→E vib Ј conversion efficiency, the trajectories do show the LOC-predicted decrease in ͗E vib Ј ͘ b with increasing b, however, the magnitude of the calculated conversion efficiency is ͑accounting for the initial E vib ) less than 20% of what is predicted by the LOC model. This discrepancy is also apparent in the experiments, where the CID cross section ͑i.e., fraction of collisions with E vib Ј ϾE 0 ) is well below the LOC model prediction.
Note that the T→R transfer curves ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒ depend much more weakly on reactant vibrational state than the corresponding T→V transfer curves ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. To show these effects more clearly, the lower frame of Fig. 3 compares the final ͗E recoil Ј ͘, ͗E rot Ј ͘, and ͗E vib Ј ͘, averaged over all trajectories, for the different reactant vibrational states at E col ϭ2.7 eV. For vibration and rotation, the figure plots the difference between the final ͗E vib Ј ͘ and the reactant E vib , including ZPE. Note that as reactant vibrational energy is increased, the net vibrational excitation decreases from ϳ0.127 eV for the ground state, to ϳ0.091 eV for 5 ϩ , with a jump between 6 ϩ and 4 ϩ indicating some mode specificity. For 6 ϩ and 4 ϩ ͑i.e., for both bending vibrations͒ the decrease in net vibrational excitation is accompanied by corresponding increases in rotational excitation, with almost no change in average recoil energy. In contrast, the decrease in net vibrational excitation for 5 ϩ is accompanied by an increase in ͗E recoil Ј ͘, with ͗E rot Ј ͘ essentially equal to the ground state value. If the analysis is restricted to only those collisions with high enough final E vib Ј to result in CID ͑top frame Fig.  3͒ , the situation is different. There the final ͗E rot Ј ͘ decreases monotonically with increasing reactant E vib , and ͗E recoil Ј ͘ increases monotonically.
Dependence on collision orientation
The principle motivation for doing trajectories is the ability to look at the effects of dynamical factors that are not experimentally accessible. The relative geometry of Ne and H 2 CO ϩ at the ''instant of collision'' is a factor that might be expected to have an effect on energy transfer. In reality, of course, collisions take place over a nonzero time period, which can be best visualized, perhaps, by examining the variation in the total kinetic energy (KEϭE col ϩE rot ϩkinetic part of E vib ) with time, as shown in the top traces in each frame of Fig. 1 . During the pre-collision period, the KE has a value determined mostly by E col , with fluctuations originating from the vibrational motion of the H 2 CO ϩ . As Ne and H 2 CO ϩ begin to interact, the repulsive inter-reactant potential converts E col to a combination of potential energy ͑PE͒ and vibrational KE, and as a consequence, the total KE drops. As the reactants separate, some of this PE is converted back to E recoil , and some remains in E vib Ј and E rot Ј . For the purposes of correlating geometry with energy transfer, we want to take the geometry early enough in the collision that significant impact-driven distortion or rotation has not occurred. We have identified this ''instant of collision'' as the time point where the KE first deviates from the average reactant KE by more than twice the amplitude of the KE oscillations during reactant approach ͑first ϳ20 fs͒. Visualizations indicate that no significant distortions have occurred at this point. In large b collisions, where the Ne-H 2 CO ϩ interaction is never strong enough to satisfy this criterion, the ''collision instant'' is, instead, taken as the point of closest approach between Ne and the first atom encountered of the H 2 CO ϩ reactant. This point is less obviously related to the collision dynamics, however, these grazing or ''near-miss'' collisions result in almost no T→E internal energy transfer, anyway.
The first correlations of interest are with simple orientation factors. One obvious angle of interest is ␣ Ne-C-O , the angle between Ne and the CO bond axis-an angle that describes which end of the H 2 CO ϩ interacts with Ne. In addition, we want to examine correlations with some parameter that describes whether Ne is hitting H 2 CO on one of its faces, or edge-on. Because the vibrating H 2 CO ϩ has vanishing chance of being planar at the collision time, we first define a pseudo-bisector plane containing both the CO axis and the bisector of the HCH angle, i.e., what would be the bisector perpendicular to the molecular plane, if H 2 CO ϩ were in its equilibrium C 2v geometry. The orientational parameter of interest is then taken as the angle the Ne-C-O plane makes with respect to this pseudo-bisector plane. We will call this angle ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector , and note that ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector Ͻ90°corresponds to Ne approaching the concave face of H 2 CO ϩ , ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector Ͼ90°corresponds to approaching the convex face, and ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector Ϸ90°corre-sponds to edge-on approach. Figure 6͑a͒ shows the dependence on ␣ Ne-C-O and ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector , of the final ͗E vib Ј ͘ ͑b-weighted average of all trajectories͒ for scattering of ground state H 2 CO ϩ at E col ϭ2.7 eV. The horizontal line shows the initial vibrational energy, in this case, the ZPE. Because Ne and H 2 CO ϩ are randomly oriented in the initial conditions, there is equal probability of having collisions in any given element of the differential solid angle sin ␣ d␣ d⌽. As shown in Fig. 6͑a͒ , however, there is a strong ␣ Ne-C-O asymmetry in the T→V transfer, evident as a peak around 140°. This peak indicates that the most efficient T→V transfer occurs in collisions with Ne impacting the CH 2 end of H 2 CO ϩ , at an angle ϳ20°g reater than the equilibrium OCH bond angle. Bear in mind that most collisions lead to final E vib Ј well below E 0 ͑Fig. 5͒, thus CID occurs only for that small fraction of collisions with T→V transfer well above average. As a consequence, CID is found to occur solely for collisions with ␣ Ne-C-O between ϳ120°and 145°.
͗E vib Ј ͘ depends more weakly on ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector , but does peak broadly about ϳ90°, i.e., edge-on impact orientation. Again, because CID occurs only for collisions with above average E vib Ј , the CID probability is more strongly dependent on ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector -more than 92% of all CID takes place with ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector within the range from 45°to 135°. As might be expected from simple geometric arguments, the ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector dependence of ͗E vib Ј ͘ is strongly correlated with ␣ Ne-C-O . For ␣ Ne-C-O less than 60°͑impact on the oxygen end͒ there is no dependence of ͗E vib Ј ͘ on ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector , because that end of the molecule is essentially cylindrical. On the other hand, for ␣ Ne-C-O near 140°, ͗E vib Ј ͘ is large only for ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector between ϳ50°and ϳ130°. In summary, the most efficient T→V transfer ͑and all CID͒ occurs when Ne impacts the CH 2 end of the molecule, with Ne-C-O angle ϳ20°larger than the equilibrium OCH angle, and in approximately edge-on geometry. This strong geometry dependence leads to a calculated steric factor of less than 10%, consistent with the experimentally observed low CID efficiency. Note also that the range of angles most effective for T→V transfer also correspond to large Ne-H 2 CO ϩ moment arms, and these collisions also result in greater than average rotational excitation. At the higher 6.03 eV collision energy, the ranges of each angle leading to E vib Ј ϾE 0 increase, consistent with the increased CID . The most important effect is that ␣ Ne-C-O peaks much more broadly ͑80°-160°at E col ϭ6.03 eV versus 120°-145°for E col ϭ2.7 eV).
Vibrational effects
H 2 CO
ϩ vibrational excitation significantly enhances CID ͑Table II and Fig. 3͒ , however, it is also true that reactant vibrational excitation reduces the amount of net T→V transfer ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. This reduction indicates a competition between T→V processes which tend to increase the final E vib Ј , and collisional V→T and V→R processes which tend to reduce E vib Ј . As the initial reactant E vib increases, the balance between excitation and de-excitation shifts, resulting lower net T→V transfer. As shown in Fig. 3 ͑top frame͒, as reactant vibration increases, ͗E rot Ј ͘ decreases, while ͗E recoil Ј ͘ increases, suggesting that the dominant de-excitation process in CID collisions is V→T, not V→R transfer.
Before discussing the CID enhancement mechanism in detail, it is worth pointing out that the situation is different if all collisions are considered, as in the lower frame of Fig. 3 . Note that the decrease in net T→V transfer upon 6 ϩ or 4 ϩ excitation is accompanied by an increase in ͗E rot Ј ͘, rather than ͗E recoil Ј ͘. The implication is that for the large b collisions that dominate the b-weighed average of all trajectories, these two bending vibrations are deactivated mostly by V →R, rather than by the V→T processes that dominate for the low b collisions leading to CID. On the other hand, for 5 ϩ ͑asymmetric stretch͒ excitation, V→T transfer is the dominant deactivation mechanism, suggesting that there is a difference in vibrational deactivation dynamics for bending and stretching vibrations.
The trajectory results suggest that the vibrational enhancement of CID should be considered to depend on two factors. Clearly, vibrational excitation lowers the amount of net T→V transfer required to drive CID, and this factor can account for the general trend toward vibrational enhancement, but not the small mode-specific effects. In the trajectory study, it is clear that the mode effects have nothing to do with the dynamics of the actual dissociation step, because we identify CID collisions strictly based on final E vib Ј . The agreement with experiment suggests that the same is true in reality. Instead, there must be some dependence of the net T→V transfer on the reactant vibrational mode. In the following, we consider two limiting case mechanisms that might account for the mode effects. One, which we will term the ''distortion'' mechanism, attempts to correlate the net T→V transfer efficiency with vibration-induced H 2 CO ϩ distortions at the instant of impact ͑as defined above͒. The ''velocities'' mechanism considers, instead, correlations of T→V transfer with the vibrational velocities of the atoms making up H 2 CO ϩ . To examine effects of instantaneous H 2 CO ϩ distortion on T→V transfer, we consider correlations with the two angles most obviously related to the 6 ϩ and 4 ϩ vibrational coordinates. The two angles are the in-plane CH 2 rock angle, ␤ rock , and the out-of-plane bend angle, ␥ bend , respectively. ␤ rock is simply defined as, ͉ЄH a COϪЄH b CO͉/2 where H a and H b are the two H atoms. A sign of ''ϩ'' or ''Ϫ'' is assigned to ␤ rock to indicate whether the CH 2 is rocked towards or away from Ne at the moment of impact. ␥ bend is defined as the angle between the CO bond and the CH 2 plane, also with a ''ϩ'' or ''Ϫ'' sign assigned to differentiate bending towards or away from Ne. The left column of Fig. 7 shows the ␤ rock dependence of ͗E vib Ј ͘, the trajectory probability ͑i.e., probability of having a particular value of ␤ rock at the moment of collision͒, and the CID probability, for E col ϭ2.70 eV and different reactant vibrational states. The trajectory and CID probabilities are scaled by factors of 3 and 20, respectively, to improve readability. The right column shows the analogous dependence on ␥ bend . The data shown for each reactant state are b-weighted averages of the results for each impact parameter. The statistical uncertainties can be estimated by noting that there are ϳ100 trajectories for each of the six impact parameters going into the b-weighted averages, with about ϳ25 CID trajectories for each initial state.
As expected, excitation of 6 ϩ and 4 ϩ significantly broaden the range explored for ␤ rock and ␥ bend , respectively. The trajectory probability versus ␤ rock or ␥ bend should be symmetric about zero, and the small asymmetries reflect the uncertainties resulting from the b-weighted counting statistics. The trajectory probability distributions show a bi-modal dependence on ␥ bend , consistent with the H 2 CO ϩ spending much of its time near the turning points of the classical bending vibration. The trajectory probability versus ␤ rock distribution is bimodal only when 6 ϩ is excited, because otherwise the turning points are too close together to be resolved. In this context it should be noted that motion in the 5 ϩ ͑asym. C-H str.͒ coordinate also results in a small change in ␤ rock , thus the 5 ϩ zero-point motion broadens the ␤ rock distribution. It should also be noted that the ͗E vib Ј ͘ values for collisions at large distortions ͑e.g., circled points͒ are not statistically significant, because there are so few collisions in such distorted geometries. Consider the ground state results in the first row of each column. Within the statistical uncertainty, the CID probability distribution versus ␤ rock is symmetric about zero, as is the ͗E vib Ј ͘ distribution ͑neglecting the circled point͒. Apparently the zero-point distortion in this coordinate has little effect on energy transfer. On the other hand, for ␥ bend , there is clearly more CID for the negative lobe of the ␥ bend distribution than for the positive lobe, and ͗E vib Ј ͘ is also slightly higher for negative ␥ bend angles. These results suggest that both average T→V transfer, and particularly the extraordinary T→V events leading to CID, are enhanced if the H 2 CO ϩ is bent out-of-plane away from Ne.
In the second row of the figure, the ␤ rock motion is excited, and the CID probability dependence on ␤ rock becomes asymmetric, indicating enhanced CID probability if CH 2 is rocked away from Ne. On the other hand, when this mode is excited, there is little or no dependence of CID probability on ␥ bend . The third row shows the effect of exciting the ␥ bend motion. Here the ␤ rock angle has no significant effect on CID probability, while negative values of ␥ bend lead to significantly more CID than positive values, as in the ground state. Finally, when the asymmetric CH stretch ( 5 ϩ -also involving some motion in the ␤ rock coordinate͒ is excited, neither ␤ rock nor ␥ bend has a clear effect on CID probability. In sum, the results suggest that there are small effects of vibrationinduced H 2 CO ϩ distortions on T→V transfer and CID probability. CID probability appears to be higher if the CH 2 group is rocked or bent away from the approaching Ne.
The ''velocities'' mechanism can be evaluated using the results in the lower three frames of Fig. 6 , which show the dependence on ␣ Ne-C-O and ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector for the three vibrational states studied. The horizontal lines shows the initial vibrational energy, including ZPE. As for the ground state, the ͗E vib Ј ͘ versus ⌽ Ne-CO-bisector curves are broadly peaked, with CID probability varying approximately as sin(⌽), and approximately independent of reactant vibrational state. As discussed above for the ground state, this behavior indicates FIG. 7 . Dependence of product vibrational energies, trajectory probabilities, and CID probabilities ͑b-weighted average over all trajectories͒ on ␤ rock and ␥ bend , for different vibrational states at E col ϭ2.7 eV. The circled points are statistically insignificant.
enhanced net T→V transfer for collisions in edge-on geometry. The dependence on ␣ Ne-C-O is more interesting. In the ␣ Ne-C-O Ͻ90°range, i.e., for impacts on the oxygen end of H 2 CO ϩ , the curves have the same shape for all initial states, and are about the same height above the lines indicating reactant E vib . The implication is that collisions with the oxygen end result in little net T→V transfer, nearly independent of the initial vibrational state, probably because neither excitation nor de-excitation are efficient. For collisions with the CH 2 end of H 2 CO ϩ , which account for all the CID collisions for the ground state, the situation is quite different. The peak at ϳ140°observed for the ground state is also present for 4 ϩ , but is attenuated for 6 ϩ ͑in-plane CH 2 rock Ϫ101 meV͒ and especially for 5 ϩ ͑asym. CH 2 stretch Ϫ337 meV͒. CID is still only observed for trajectories with ␣ Ne-C-O of ϳ130°Ϯ20°, with only 5 ϩ showing modest broadening (ϳ125°Ϯ30°).
The fact that the angular dependence of ͗E vib Ј ͘ ͑relative to the reactant E vib ) for 4 ϩ is essentially identical to that for the ground state, implies that the vibrational excitation and de-excitation processes are almost unaffected by out-of-plane vibration of the molecule. The significant 4 ϩ CID enhancement, thus, reflects net T→V transfer similar to that of the ground state, supplemented by the additional reactant E vib inherent in 4 ϩ . In contrast, excitation of 6 ϩ results in a modest decrease in the ͗E vib Ј ͘ versus ␣ Ne-C-O peak, i.e., lower net T→V transfer in the critical angular range responsible for CID. As a consequence, there is little vibrational enhancement, despite the increased energy content of the reactants ͑Fig. 3͒. For 5 ϩ , the ͗E vib Ј ͘ versus ␣ Ne-C-O peak is almost absent, and the CID enhancement ͑Fig. 3͒ is only slightly greater than for 4 ϩ , despite the much higher energy in 5 ϩ .
As discussed above, the high T→V transfer responsible for all CID at low E col , occurs only in collisions where Ne impacts one of the H atoms, in approximately edge-on orientation with respect to the H 2 CO ϩ plane. Strong orientation dependence suggests a possible rationalization for the vibrational mode effects. Note that the two modes for which the peak in ͗E vib Ј ͘ versus ␣ Ne-C-O is attenuated are the CH 2 inplane rock ( 6 ϩ ) and the asymmetric CH 2 stretch ( 5 ϩ ). These modes both involve large amplitude, in-plane hydrogen motion, i.e., motion of H along the preferred Ne approach direction. It is tempting to conclude, therefore, that the relative lack of vibrational enhancement from these two modes results from enhanced probability for de-excitation of the initial vibration, even for collision geometries that would otherwise be favorable for excitation. Consistent with this picture, the 4 ϩ mode, which does not have in-plane H motion, results in T→V transfer almost identical to that of the ground state.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The reported quasiclassical trajectories have been found to reproduce the absolute CID cross sections, and the trends in CID , ͗E vib Ј ͘, and peak vibrational and collision energy.
The trajectories reveal a strong orientation dependence of the T→V transfer efficiency and CID cross section, with collisions in Ne-on-H geometries resulting in almost all CID. The small, but unexpected 4 ϩ / 6 ϩ mode effect is reproduced in the trajectories as well, and it appears that both vibrationinduced molecular distortions and vibrational atomic velocities are important in affecting T→V transfer.
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